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[Begin Edward Winfield Interview] 

 

00:00:00 

Amy Evans:  This is Amy Evans on Wednesday, January 16, 2008 for the Southern Foodways 

Alliance. And I’m in Louisville, Kentucky, at the Seelbach Hotel and the Seelbach Bar with 

Edward Winfield, bartender here tonight. And Edward, if you would please state your name and 

your birth date for the record, if you don’t mind? 

 

00:00:19 

Edward Winfield:  Edward Winfield, 21st of February 1974. 

 

00:00:25 

AE:  And how long have you been a bartender? 

 

00:00:26 

EW:  Um, I’d say about ten years.  

 

00:00:29 

AE:  And what got you into the business? 

 

00:00:31 

EW:  Well I was in college and in Louisville and needed a job that would fit in with my school 

schedule, so started working—working at the Seelbach roughly around May ’95, started working 

banquets, and then I worked room service and then served in the bar and eventually became a 

bartender. 
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00:00:56 

AE:  And you’re English, so how did you—how did you make your way to Kentucky? 

 

00:00:59 

EW:  I came over here on a scholarship from England to study English, of all things, [Laughs] 

in Louisville, so that’s how I ended up here. 

 

00:01:10 

AE:  And you decided to stay? 

 

00:01:11 

EW:  Yeah, it was—you know, it was a huge cultural change for me. But I fell in love with the 

place and after graduating, just decided to stay, so—. The cost of living is a lot cheaper than 

England. 

 

00:01:27 

AE:  And so tell me about when you first got behind the bar here at the Seelbach and—and who 

trained you and—and how you learned the—the craft. 

 

00:01:34 

EW:  Well, I was initially a server in the bar, and it’s very hard to be—to get hired as a 

bartender, I think, in any town, so the best way, I thought, was to just serve and pay attention and 

ask the bartender what he was making and what went into it. And I think if you have a natural 

interest in bartending, if you pay enough attention, that’s—that’s the best way to—to become a 
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bartender, just by watching other bartenders and show an interest, and then before you know it, 

you’ll get one shift, probably a Sunday that no one else wants to work, and then just move up 

from there. 

 

00:02:10 

AE:  And so when you were watching these bartenders—you know I’m here to talk about your 

experience in the industry but also, you worked with Max Allen and—Max Allen Junior—and so 

was he one of the bartenders you were watching as you were serving? 

 

00:02:23 

EW:  Yeah, Max was interesting to watch. He wasn’t the fastest bartender I’ve ever seen, but he 

was meticulous in his detail and just had a really good rapport with guests, so I picked up a lot 

from him. 

 

00:02:39 

AE:  Can you tell me a little bit about his personality? 

 

00:02:40 

EW:  He was a real genial—just a real welcoming guy, talked to everyone, treated everyone the 

same, and people just loved to come in and talk to him. 

 

00:02:54 

AE:  And, as I understand it, he’s a third generation not only bartender, but bartending at—here 

at the Seelbach. Do you know much about that history—his family history? 
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00:03:03 

EW:  Yeah, I know—I believe his father worked here but also worked at Hassenour’s, which 

was a local institution. I know he was a third generation. I know he used to tell me that his dad 

[Max “Scoopie” Allen Sr.] used to have to make ice for drinks from just a huge block of ice, and 

he’d have to chip it off that way. But yeah, it was certainly in the family, and he was third 

generation, I believe. 

 

00:03:29 

AE:  So what about Max behind the bar; can you describe that like his approach to bartending 

and that kind of thing? 

 

00:03:39 

EW:  Extremely unorganized but [Laughs]—but just great with guests and he was—he was just 

all about taking his time and making each drink correctly, which, in the long run, the guest wants 

the drink to taste right, so he knew what he was doing. It was just like organized chaos behind 

his bar. 

 

00:04:00 

AE:  And I’ve heard a lot of people, you know, one of the first things that—that comes out of 

their mouths when they’re describing him is that he was old-school. 

 

00:04:07 

EW:  Definitely old-school, didn’t pay a lot of attention to his superiors telling him how to do 

things, and he had his way, and that’s the way he did it—kind of teaching an old dog new tricks. 
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But he did know what he was doing, and it showed because people, you know, came just to see 

him so—. 

 

00:04:29 

AE:  And I heard, also, that he used some of his own bar tools that maybe belonged to his father 

or his grandfather? 

 

00:04:35 

EW:  Yeah, I believe the muddler he used to use for making Old Fashioneds and such, I think he 

handmade or his father made it and passed it down to him. But yeah, he came with his—with his 

own tools, which is rare these days. 

 

00:04:50 

AE:  So how would you describe your own kind of style of bartending and—and what you like 

to—how you like to work and what you project from behind your bar? 

 

00:05:00 

EW:  Well, you wouldn’t know it looking at my house, but I’m extremely organized when I’m at 

work, and everything has its place because you have to be organized, I think, and meticulously 

clean and just everything—I need to know where everything is. And when you bartend with 

someone else, it takes a while to—to understand each other’s method. And I know—I work with 

Cindy that works here. And we work great together, but we’ve been working together for years. 

But if you put another experienced bartender behind there that I hadn’t worked with, we’d be 

bumping into each other and it’s just like a—it’s kind of like a symmetry behind the bar that you 

develop over time. 
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00:05:44 

AE:  So what, in particular, do you like about bartending that’s—that’s kept you in the business 

for this long? 

 

00:05:48 

EW:  I think rightly or wrongly, customers kind of respect bartenders maybe more than servers, 

and they look to you for your knowledge, and they just like making people happy and—and 

introducing them to new drinks. And here at the Seelbach, we just have such an extensive 

inventory of liquor that I can pretty much make anything so—.  

 

00:06:13 

AE:  Is there something in particular that you really enjoy making? 

 

00:06:16 

EW:  I like making the whiskey sour because it’s fresh. I use a whole lemon, Woodford Reserve 

bourbon, and a little simple syrup and that’s—that’s one of my favorites right now. Instead of 

using the pre-mix, which is—makes a totally different drink, we do use the fresh ingredients and 

that—that really makes a difference. So that and make a ton of martinis, which I don’t mind 

making, but also like making Old Fashioneds and the dreaded Mint Julep, too, which is probably 

the most labor intensive drink, but people have at least one before they decide that it was a bad 

idea. 

 

00:06:54 
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AE:  [Laughs] And I had heard from—or read somewhere about Max that he was very proud of 

his Manhattan and—and dared you to find a better one somewhere else. Can you talk about that? 

 

00:07:08 

EW:  Yeah, he was. That was kind of his signature drink. It’s quite a simple drink, but it’s 

actually quite easy to mess up, if you either use too much sweet vermouth or you shake it too 

much, because it shouldn’t be too cold because whiskey, unlike vodka, has a lot of flavor—

flavor elements to it, so if you shake it too hard, then you just get—all you taste is the cold. So 

yeah, he—he stirred his Manhattans, and I think he infused his own cherries with bourbon, too, 

which was a nice touch. So yeah, he was very proud of that. 

 

00:07:43 

AE:  Are there some things that you do behind the bar that are personal expressions in—in your 

drinks and some kinds of creative things that you do with drinks? 

 

00:07:51 

EW:  Well, carrying on in Max’s tradition, myself and Jerry [Slater] use the fresh bourbon-

infused cherries, and we don’t use the sweet and sour mix that every—pretty much everywhere 

else uses. We try and use fresh lemon juice and fresh lime juice and fresh oranges. We have a 

bunch of fresh fruit behind the bar and raspberries and blackberries and—and things like that. 

We try to have good fresh twists to drinks. 

 

00:08:18 
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AE:  And so being—working in a hotel bar, can you talk about how that’s different from 

working in a restaurant bar or a—a freestanding bar and what kind of clientele you get here and 

how you serve them differently? 

 

00:08:32 

EW:  Well, the clientele is different because you don’t get many—well if—well any—well only 

a few regulars, so it’s a lot of transient business. So each night you’re pretty much serving 

different people so you have to—you only have a few minutes or a few drinks to gain that 

rapport that otherwise you would have with regulars. I used to work at a hole in the wall in 

Louisville, and it was pretty much ninety-percent regulars, so you’d see the same people 

everyday which—which is nice, but here it’s pretty much different people every day so you—so 

you have to win them over quick—more quickly, I would say. 

 

00:09:09 

AE:  Do you think, also, that you have more of an opportunity to make specialty cocktails here? 

 

00:09:13 

EW:  Yeah. You have more time here because, you know, like I said, I worked at a high-volume 

kind of college bar, and there it’s just slinging drinks, really, pouring pitchers; whereas here, it’s 

fewer people and less pressure, so you have more time to actually craft a drink and not just pour 

a pint so, yeah. 

 

00:09:34 
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AE:  And I was in here last night talking to Janet and Cindy [other Seelbach Bar bartenders] for 

a little while, and they were talking about participating in some of those competitions to come up 

with cocktails and things like that. Do you do any of that? 

 

00:09:44 

EW:  I try to but, usually, they’re on days when I work, so it’s hard to get away. Just like the—

every year they have the Bourbon Festival, and I would have liked to have gone to that but, 

usually, I’m tied up here, so if one comes along that’s on a day when I don’t work then, yeah, 

sure. But they’re usually on days when I work, unfortunately, so—. But I did develop this 

whiskey—this fresh whiskey sour—with the intention of entering a competition, but it fell, of 

course, on a day when I was working so—. 

 

00:10:13 

AE:  Well is there—or can you talk about differences in kind of bar culture in England and 

cocktails and—and, working here, if you have that kind of comparison that you can make? 

 

00:10:25 

EW:  Yeah, London—in London it’s quite a—I know—I know London was named—I don’t 

know who—I’m not sure who it was, maybe the Times named London the best city in the world 

for cocktails. But outside of London, especially, where I’m from in the north, a cocktail is really 

gin and tonic, and that’s about it. You won't find bars even with martini glasses; most of their 

volume is beer and wine, really. Very, very few cocktails are made outside of London; it’s kind 

of a southern thing. But I know in London they’re doing some interesting things. We had the 

owner of—I can't think of the name of it—but he owns several bars in London—Dick Bradsell, 
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that’s his name. He came and stayed with us for a few days, and his cocktails were amazing, so I 

know London is a great scene for it, but further north it’s still traditionally beer so—. 

 

00:11:17 

AE:  And when you say his cocktails were amazing, what do you mean, exactly? 

 

00:11:21 

EW:  He just had a—just had a real new kind of fresh approach. He brought ingredients with 

him and made drinks we had never seen and just real cutting edge martinis, and I know he 

worked at Trader Vic’s in London, so he’s been doing it for like forty years so he—he was—it 

was interesting to watch him work. 

 

00:11:45 

AE:  Well and what do you think working in a place like Louisville that has such, you know, an 

old established bourbon culture and tradition and the classic cocktails—the Manhattan and Old 

Fashioned and things like that—and then you and Jerry being, you know, young people, young 

mix—mixologists in the industry and coming up with these new things and kind of innovations 

in cocktail culture? Do you have kind of a perception of where y’all stand in that? 

 

00:12:11 

EW:  Yeah, I think we try and concentrate on high-end ingredients and—and fresh. I think that’s 

the key to make a good drink. There’s no point in using, you know, Woodford Reserve bourbon 

and decent ice, and then using some pre-made sour mix. You know, we’re trying to concentrate 

on high-end fresh ingredients and making a high-quality cocktail. It will cost you more than 

other places, but I think you get what you pay for and we try and—you know, we try lots of 
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drinks before you find one that actually works. Because you’ll try ingredients that will definitely 

work together, but then when you actually taste it, I’d say nine times out of ten, it doesn’t work 

out, but it’s just about experimentation. And when we’re slow behind the bar we, try new things 

and—and occasionally, we find one that we like, so that’s our approach. 

 

00:13:06 

AE:  So what—what would you say that you like best about bartending? Is it something that 

happens in the creating the cocktail, or is it about interaction with people or a combination 

thereof? 

 

00:13:16 

EW:  I think it’s a combination. It’s turning people on to—to drinks they maybe wouldn’t have 

tried before. It’s listening to people—problems now and again [Laughs] and night work suits me 

because I’ve never been a morning person. The money is good. So, yeah, it’s just a real 

combination of all those things, really. 

 

00:13:36 

AE:  Do you think you’ll—you’ll stay in this industry for a while? 

 

00:13:39 

EW:  Yeah, I can't do anything else. But no, I think I will. I don’t see—I don’t see that changing. 

I would like to own my own place one day, but we’ll see how that goes. 

 

00:13:51 

AE:  Do you ever get to take advantage of—of your English degree from behind the bar? 
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00:13:55 

EW:  Just using the accent, really, for extra tips. But yeah, it hasn’t held me back certainly. 

 

00:14:02 

AE:  Well if you have time to—to touch on Max Allen again and I wonder if there are any 

stories that he told of—of his days bartending at Hassenour’s or here that stand out in your 

memory. 

 

00:14:14 

EW:  You know, I can't think of one—of one particular thing. He had so many stories. Most of 

them were anecdotes or just outright jokes. But he’s just, you know, he’s fondly remembered. He 

was great with customers; everyone liked him. I know I went to his funeral, and it was standing 

room only, hundreds of people turned out. So it was a few years ago, so I can't remember any 

specific stories. He used to talk about his father a lot and how he—how when he bartended, he 

used to have to use a massive block of ice and just chip off the ice as he needed it. So he was just 

a great guy and—and always—always bartended like he was on stage and he was a real 

performer so—. He was just a great bartender. 

 

00:15:03 

AE:  And I understand, when he was recruited to work here when Hassenour’s was closed, that a 

lot of his—his clientele from there followed him here? 

 

00:15:12 
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EW:  Yeah, which is unusual for a hotel because it’s hard to get—it’s hard to get people that live 

locally just off the street. But, yeah, he brought a—a big following with him and wherever he 

went he always had a crowd. So yeah, he—he was very popular. 

 

00:15:27 

AE:  Do you have any idea where those people might be going now that—that Max isn't around 

anymore? Did some of them stick around here and still come to the Seelbach Bar? 

 

00:15:35 

EW:  I—I heard that a lot of them still come and eat in the Oak Room, which still pulls in a lot 

of people and a lot of regulars, so I think they still frequent the Oak Room. And I know Janet 

South works up there and—and she’s built a good rapport with a lot of locals. So I think that’s 

where they go now, yeah. 

 

00:15:54 

AE:  So tell—can you tell me about the Oak Room Bar up there? Have you worked that bar 

before? 

 

00:15:58 

EW:  You know, I haven’t worked it. It’s kind of like a little service bar, and it’s very tight in 

there but they do have a—a great range of—of bourbon and if—if anything is needed from 

upstairs and they don’t have it, they just come down to my bar, and we kind of trade off on 

supplies so—. She can make anything up there that I can make down here. 

 

00:16:21 
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AE:  And there is that plaque up there that says it’s Max’s Bar. Did he spend an equal amount of 

time up there in the Oak Room and—and down here, or how did that work? 

 

00:16:29 

EW:  He was mostly up there because it afforded him more time to talk to the guests. Because 

they would often order drinks before dinner, and then he could go out and entertain them up 

there, whereas down here it’s more—somewhat more of a fast-paced affair. But I know—I’m 

trying to think what the bar was called before they called it Max’s Bar. But I know that the day 

he died, we only served bourbon that night down in this bar. All the other bottles were covered 

up out of respect, and we only served bourbon, which was his drink of choice, so that was—that 

was nice. 

 

00:17:06 

AE:  And what do you think Max’s legacy is? I mean, I’m obviously a handful of years after his 

passing here talking to you, but what do you think he’s left behind, as far as a legacy behind the 

bar? 

 

00:17:16 

EW:  I think anyone that was fortunate enough to work with him just really gained a lot from his 

approach, as far as details and—and making—making the drink properly and not worrying about 

how fast you make the drink but how accurately it’s made. And also just that you’re also there to 

entertain the guests and, even if you’re having a bad day, you know, you just got to put it behind 

you and—and—and entertain. I think that—that was what he would want to be remembered for. 

 

00:17:52 
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AE:  And so now here I’m just looking at your name tag and you’re the Beverage Supervisor? 

 

00:17:58 

EW:  Yeah, strange title. I guess that’s these days a manager so—. 

 

00:18:05 

AE:  So you worked your way up through the ranks, and now you’re supervising. 

 

00:18:10 

EW:  Yeah, you know, as I said, I started off as a server here and then bartender and then Bar 

Manager. I guess my role is just overseeing the whole room and doing the schedule and hiring, 

so, yeah, it’s—it’s an honor to have that position. 

 

00:18:30 

AE:  Well is there anything about your career here and—and/or Max Allen that maybe I haven’t 

asked or wouldn’t know to ask that you’d like to share? 

 

00:18:42 

EW:  I don’t know. Just, you know, Max was a great guy. Just when—whenever I think of him 

I—just seeing him, you know. He was always laughing; he was always having a good day, and I 

know he was often quite sick but he—you know, he never let that influence his work, and he’s 

certainly a great role model for—for anyone in this business. So yeah, he’s fondly remembered 

and—and sadly missed. That’s—that’s about it. 

 

00:19:12 
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AE:  Well thank you for sitting here with me before the bar opens. I appreciate it. 

 

00:19:15 

EW:  You’re welcome. 

 

00:19:18 

[End Edward Winfield Interview] 


